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Figure 7: Comparing composite reanalysis soundings on the outbreak day shows additional differences between high-end and moderate tornado outbreaks. The differences highlighted by violet ovals show that HETO events

generally have higher dew point temperatures, stronger low-level jets, and steeper lapse rates compared to moderate tornado outbreaks. The red “H’s” indicate the HETO while the orange “M’s” show the moderate outbreak.

Figure 4: The plots above compare the HETO composite, marked with a red “H,” to the moderate composite, marked with an

orange “M” 2 days before the actual composited outbreaks occurred. Looking 2 full days prior to the outbreaks for high-end

and moderate events side by side shows the differences in early synoptic setup.

Figure 4: The plots above compare the HETO composite, marked with a red “H,” to the moderate composite, marked with an 

orange “M” one day before the actual composited outbreaks occurred. Looking a day prior to the outbreaks for high-end and 

moderate events side by side shows the differences in the time immediately preceding an outbreak.

Figure 4: The plots above compare the HETO composite, marked with a red “H,” to the moderate composite, marked with an

orange “M” the day the actual composited outbreaks occurred. Looking at the synoptic settings for both composites during

the time of the outbreaks shows key synoptic differences between high-end and moderate tornado outbreaks.
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3.) Results/Conclusions
After examining the differences between HETO and

moderate composites, the HETO events showed stronger,

more pronounced features in every case:

• Stronger upstream upper-level jet streak two days

before the outbreak.

o Dual jet divergence region over the southeast

United States the day of the outbreak.

• Deeper, more negatively tilted 500mb trough with a

closer proximity to the southeast.

• Warmer equivalent potential temperatures with an

accompanying stronger low-level jet.

• Deeper surface low pressure system with tighter

pressure gradients.

Comparing sounding composites of the HETO and

moderate cases showed additional differences between

high-end and moderate outbreaks:

• Higher dew point temperatures

• Steeper low and mid-level lapse rates

• Stronger veering wind profiles from the surface to

500mb

4.) Future Work
The data sets used for the HETO and

moderate composites were just one

particular set of data. In the future,

comparing different percentiles of number of

storms, and using 48 or 72 hour NCEP

Reanalysis 2 data to create the composites

would result in additional data for HETO to

moderate outbreak comparison . Moreover,

looking at more severe weather-related

variables, such as CAPE and helicity, would

better describe the difference between high-

end and moderate tornado outbreaks.
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1.) Introduction/Motivation

Atmospheric conditions and patterns preceding high-end tornado

outbreaks (HETO) are important to understand as such events

often lead to loss of life and property. This study examines the

synoptic conditions in the days surrounding a HETO to identify

large-scale atmospheric structures that can be used to improve

forecasts of HETOs. The domain in this study includes Alabama,

Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, the Carolinas, and Tennessee.

Tornadic events were examined using NCEP Reanalysis 2 from 1

January – 31 May, 2001-2014, inclusive. This time of the year

encompasses the peak severe weather season for the southeast

United States.

2.) Data and Methodology

• Examined primary tornado season history in the southeast for years

2001-2014 and categorized tornado events in the following way:

• Composites of daily NCEP Reanalysis 2 data were produced for the

HETO and moderate groups. Each composite consisted of 20 cases.

• Using Gempak, soundings and several atmospheric variables were

plotted in order to compare HETO and moderate cases side-by-side
Figure 1: The red polygons in the plots above show tornado reports (Storm Prediction Center Archive Database). These two plots show the difference

between a HETO and moderate outbreak in this study. Examining the differences in synoptic-scale precursors and characteristics between such

outbreaks was the main motivating factor in this study.
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